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AC'ENERGY GREEN

Farm agricultural anaerobic digestion site
France

ADERLY INVEST IN LYON

Agency for the economic development of the Lyon region.
France

ADERLY INVEST IN LYON

Agency for the economic development of the Lyon region.
France

AGENCE NATIONALE DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT (ANDE) CÔTE 
D'IVOIRE

Environmental assessment and impact education. Monitoring of 
waste management of projects and industries.

Ivory Coast

AIRBUS

Aeronautics.
France

AIRBUS

Aeronautics.
France

AIRBUS - PLB

Aeronautics.
France

AIRBUS OPERATION

Fabrication d'avions / Aircraft Manufacturer.
France

AKTID

Design and construction of more or less automated turnkey 
installations for types of waste. Modification of existing 
processes in terms of safety, ergonomics of workstations, 
mechanization, automation, productivity.

France

ALBIOMA

Energy and environmental services, materials.
France

ALFRED H KNIGHT LTD

Inspection, sampling and analysis
Belgium

ALIONAX

Design of new sports products especially in racquet sports
France

ALPES POLYESTER COMPOSITES

AP COMPOSITES is specialized in manufacturing processes by 
material deposition, to produce parts combining composite and 
mechanical elements.

France

ALSV

Association the second life on the island of Mayotte in the 
Indian Ocean. Our structure works in the environment, in 
particular for the recovery of non-biodegradable waste and the 
reuse of the latter.

France

ALTHEORA

Transformation of composite materials & plastics
France

ARC ENVIRONNEMENT

Your Waste Operator Partner on the island of Ré (collection, 
treatment and recovery).

France

ARKEMA - CENTRE DE RECHERCHE RHÔNE-ALPES

Located south of Lyon, in the heart of the Chemistry Valley, the 
Arkema platform in Pierre-Bénite consists of an industrial site, 
the Rhône-Alpes Research Center (CRRA) and the Technical, It 
and Administrative Center (CETIA), a true shared services center 
of the Group. With nearly 1,000 employees, it is one of Arkema's 
three largest employment areas in France.

France

ATOUT COMPOSITES

Manufacture of custom sanitary equipment in polyester resin + 
fiberglass.

France

AXEL'ONE

Composite materials - Biomaterials - Sustainable building - 
Composite recycling.

France

AXEL'WASTE

Axel'Waste brings together the skills of 7 companies that are 
experts in hazardous waste management, from technical 
support to operational management.

France

BABILOU

Early childhood - network of crèches.
France
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BARRIQUAND TECHNOLOGIES THERMIQUES

Heat exchangers, Manufacturers, Distributors Manufacture of 
industrial aeraulic and refrigeration equipment.

France

BONDUELLE FRAIS FRANCE

Manufacture of 4G salad.
France

BONDUELLE FRAIS FRANCE

Manufacture of 4G salad.
France

CARGILL SAINT NAZAIRE

Agri-food processing. More than 155,000 Cargill employees in 
70 countries.

France

CDNP SWATCH GROUP R&D

Watchmaking - Innovation - New Product Development Centre.
Switzerland

CEE

Design office in the field of the environment.
Tunisia

CENTRE DE TRANSFERT DE TECHNOLOGIE DU MANS (CTTM)

Thermoforming, Extrusion, Blowing. MOLDS AND THREADS: 
Extrusion, Blowing. RECYCLING AND RECOVERY OF WASTE. 
SERVICES (TRAINING, MAINTENANCE, PROFESSIONAL 
ASSOCIATIONS, LABORATORY, STANDARDIZATION, QUALITY).

France

CEVSAN ATIK GERI DONUSUM LTD

Waste recycling.
Turkey

COMMUNAUTE DE COMMUNES DE L'AGGLOMERATION DE 
SARREBOURG

8 Municipalities and 20154 Inhabitants
France

COOPER STANDARD AUTOMOTIVE

Supplier for the automotive industry.
France

COTELLE SA (GPE COLGATE PALMOLIVE)

Chemistry and Plastics.
France

CURIUM

Management of the major environmental risks of its customers. 
It carries out diagnostics, solutions and interventions to prevent, 
manage and eliminate the chemical risk of equipment, 
processes, installations and industrial sites.

France

CVA CENTRE DE VALORISATION AGRO-RESSOURCES

The CVA supports companies through the development of eco-
extraction processes, from the laboratory scale to the pilot scale 
and the analysis of plant materials and extracts obtained.

France

DAHER AEROSPACE

Aircraft manufacturer. Aeronautical equipment and systems. 
Logistician.

France

DDC INDUSTRIALISATION

Design, BE, Design, industrialization.
France

DESGRANGE

Energy Trading
France

DESGRANGE

Energy Trading
France

DIATEX SAS

Composite molding consumables, Technical fabrics, Agrotextile, 
Light aeronautics

France

ECLARCY

Sustainable solutions for water on behalf of major chemical and 
pharmaceutical manufacturers.

France

ECOCEP

Recycling and recovery of co-products of the vine (vines, 
frameworks, shoots)

France

ECO'RING

Engineering company of waste recovery sectors containing 
metals and minerals in the industries of metal development and 
processing, chemistry and petrochemicals, the general public 
and professionals.

France
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EL ARGOUB

Provision of Agricultural Services EL Alia.
Tunisia

ESSILOR CENTRE INNOVATION ET TECHNOLOGIE

Manufacture of ophthalmic lenses.
France

EUROFINS ECOTOXICOLOGIE FRANCE

Environmental analysis laboratory.
France

EXTRACTHIVE

SME specialized in the design, laboratory testing and 
development of industrial pilots for hydrometallurgy and 
physical separation processes.

France

EXTRACTHIVE

Specialized in the design of custom metal separation and 
extraction processes for actors in the non-ferrous metals value 
chain, from primary producers to environmental service 
companies and recyclers.

France

EXTRACTHIVE

Specialized in the design of custom metal separation and 
extraction processes for actors in the non-ferrous metals value 
chain, from primary producers to environmental service 
companies and recyclers.

France

FIBRES RECHERCHE DEVELOPPEMENT - FRD

Support industrial requests for innovation around plant fibers. 
Mastery of the transformation of the plant to the final 
applications.

France

FINORGA - NOVASEP CHASSE SUR RHONE

Novasep is a major service provider in the field of production 
and purification of molecules for the chemical industries.

France

FINORGA - NOVASEP CHASSE SUR RHONE

Novasep is a major service provider in the field of production 
and purification of molecules for the chemical industries.

France

FLOTTWEG FRANCE SAS

Centrifugal settling (solid/liquid/liquid separation) for highly 
charged liquids. Centrifugal separation (solid/liquid/liquid) for 
weakly charged liquids. Filtration by strip presses.

France

GACHES CHIMIE

Distribution of chemical products and associated Services and 
Solutions - Swimming pools Silicone composites Water 
treatment Agri-food, Basic chemicals and Waste Dry cleaning, 
Laundry

France

GALATÉE 3D

Metal and textile braiding. 3D printing
France

GERFLOR - TARARE

Manufacture of PVC floors.
France

GINGER BURGEAP

- Waste diagnosis and support in improving the management of 
industrial waste.
- More broadly, support for industrial companies in their 
environmental preservation projects (circular economy, 
regulatory files, environmental diagnosis of sites, depollution 
work, energy transition, etc ...)

France

GROUPE BENETEAU

Construction of pleasure boats.
France

GROUPE BENETEAU

Construction of pleasure boats.
France

GROUPE ROSSIGNOL

Major player in the winter sports equipment market, number 1 
in skiing with the Rossignol brand and number 2 in ski boots 
with Rossignol and Lange.

France

HACH LANGE SENSORS

Manufacture of electrochemical sensors.
France

HACH LANGE SENSORS

Manufacture of electrochemical sensors.
France

HARMONY EUROPE

Recycling and recovery solution: Shredder equipment, vertical 
and horizontal balers, Conveyor, monobloc compactors and 
fixed stations Tasser of bins 240 liters to 1100 liters Tank tipper 
120 liters to 1100 liters.

France
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HOWA TRAMICO

Production of flexible polyurethane foam for the automotive, 
construction, furniture and industrial sectors.

France

HOZLOCK

Production and distribution of irrigation and spray products.
France

IMERYS ALUMINATES

Building materials.
France

INEVO TECHNOLOGIES

Technical assistance and expertise in industrial process 
engineering, Studies, audit, diagnosis, optimization and 
industrialization of processes, R&D / Production / Engineering 
interface.

France

INNO PLASTICS AG

Regranulation of LDEP and HDPE
Switzerland

INOVERTIS - INOVALOR

Engineering and technical studies: chemical engineering / 
nuclear ventilation processes, radiation protection / nuclear 
measurements, safety / security, electricity / control-command, 
thermal, waste / renovation, design office, life cycle analysis,

France

IXSANE

Ixsane is a consulting research and engineering company in the 
field of Urban and Environmental Engineering.

France

JACQUET PANIFICATION

Industrial bakery.
France

LABORATOIRES URGO

Production of medical devices for the prevention, protection 
and care of healthy and injured skin, cleaning solutions and care 
of the ENT sphere.

France

LAVOISIER COMPOSITES

Lavoisier Composites is a French start-up specialized in the 
development and manufacture of composite materials and parts 
with a low environmental footprint.

France

LEISTRITZ EXTRUSIONSTECHNIK GMBH

Manufacture of twin-screw extrusion lines for the production of 
compounds based on recycled plastics among others....

Germany

LESSINE

We master five major technologies in the fields of grinding, 
mixing, drying, separation and handling. For each technology we 
offer a wide range of machines adapted to your application.

Belgium

MAPA SAS / NEWELL BRANDS

Design, manufacture and marketing of consumer durables.
France

MATFER BOURGEAT

Manufacture of equipment for catering trades. Plastic injection, 
silicone injection, thermoforming, rotomolding. Cutting, folding, 
stamping of sheets.

France

MATINES

Egg packaging.
France

MÉRIEUX NUTRISCIENCES (SILLIKER SAS)

Specialized food safety laboratory
France

MERSEN FRANCE LA MURE

 Metallurgy / aluminum machining. Aluminium brazing
France

MINISTÈRE DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT ET DÉVELOPPEMENT 
DURABLE RDC

Management of the National Environmental Policy
Congo (The Democratic Republic of the)

MOCOM COMPOUNDS GMBH & CO. KG

Formulation of technical compound based on recycled 
plastics/fillers.

Germany

MOSSELMAN SA

Production and distribution of oleochemical derivatives.
Belgium

NAVAL GROUP

Industrial prime contractor, designer and integrator of armed 
ships and combat systems, Naval Group is an international 
player in naval defense.

France
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NAVAL GROUP

Industrial prime contractor, designer and integrator of armed 
ships and combat systems, Naval Group is an international 
player in naval defense.

France

NEWELL CO - SPONTEX

Manufacture glove - household product.
France

ORANO

Waste safety referent for the group,
France

ORANO

Waste safety referent for the group.
France

P3 FRANCE

Sustainability Strategy (Benchmarking, Market and 
Environmental Analysis, Materiality and SWOT Analysis, 
Biodiversity, Diversity and Inclusion, CSR Report, Circular 
Economy)

France

PERNOD RICARD

Champagne Producer
France

PIERRE FABRE DERMO COSMETIQUE

Manufacture of medicines and dermo-cosmetic products.
France

PIERRE MARTINET

The making and packaging of catering salads, savoury pastries 
and charcuterie since 1968.

France

PIERRE MARTINET

The making and packaging of catering salads, savoury pastries 
and charcuterie since 1968.

France

PIERRE MARTINET

The making and packaging of catering salads, savoury pastries 
and charcuterie since 1968.

France

PISCINES MAGILINE

Design, manufacture, marketing of swimming pools.
France

POLE EUROPEEN DE LA CERAMIQUE

The European Ceramics Cluster is a community of actors who 
are mobilizing around ambitious objectives: to increase the 
competitiveness of the ceramics industry and surface treatment 
derived from ceramics.

France

PORCHER INDUSTRIES

Porcher Industries: yarns, coated weaving, composite textiles, 
laminate canvas, thermoplastic, glass fabrics, carbon.

France

PROINVEST INTERNATIONAL

 Cabinet PRO'INVEST CONGO is a service company entirely 
dedicated to the attractiveness and economic promotion of 
Congo-Brazzaville and the Congo destination internationally and 
in the world.

Congo (The Democratic Republic of the)

PROVADEMSE - PLATEFORME TECHNOLOGIQUE D'INSAVALOR

PROVADEMSE is a technological platform dedicated to the 
development of environmental technologies. It supports 
contractors in identifying the most relevant waste treatment 
and recovery routes (material or energy recovery) and carries 
out treatment feasibility studies (soil, effluents, sediments, 
waste) to secure technical choices.

France

PULSALYS - MECAWARE

 The startup Mecaware, incubated by PULSALYS and led by 
Arnaud Villers d'Arbouet, recycles end-of-life technological 
products, including batteries, to recover strategic metals and 
rare earths in an environmentally friendly way.

France

PULSALYS - MECAWARE

 The startup Mecaware, incubated by PULSALYS and led by 
Arnaud Villers d'Arbouet, recycles end-of-life technological 
products, including batteries, to recover strategic metals and 
rare earths in an environmentally friendly way.

France

QATAR NIGERIA CONT.CO

Facility management and cleaning services
Qatar

RENTEC NV

Manufacturer of shredders and equipment for the mechanical 
treatment of solid waste (bulky, OM, DIB, Demolition waste, 
wood, green waste, SWOT). Thanks to their modular 
construction and adjustable rotors,

Belgium
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REPLACE

Plastic recycling. Transform multi-component plastics into high-
quality products.

France

RESEAU DES ACHETEURS HOSPITALIERS

National network for hospital procurement.
France

RESEAU DES ACHETEURS HOSPITALIERS

National network for hospital procurement.
France

RIOTINTO ALUVAL

Aluval est le siège social de la société Aluminium Pechiney et un 
site Technologie et R&D de Rio Tinto Alcan. Le site emploie 
environ 200 personnes.

France

SAINT GOBAIN

Manufacture of plaster-based building materials.
France

SALOMON SA

Development and manufacture of winter sports equipment
France

SALOMON SA

Development and manufacture of winter sports equipment
France

SALOMON SA

Development and manufacture of winter sports equipment
France

SECURIDIS SOLUTIONS

Software designer and developer. Council for the Transport of 
Dangerous Goods (TDG).

France

SELVERT

SELVERT produces and markets environmentally friendly 
products for local authorities.

France

SERGE FERRARI

Design, manufacture and marketing of flexible composite 
membranes.

France

SIAEPA

Drinking Water and Sanitation Union
France

SICAP 'STE D'INGÉNIERIE DE CONCEPTION ET 
D'AMÉNAGEMENT DES PAYSAGES

Engineering, studies, landscape planning, composting of green 
waste.

Tunisia

SNCF - DIRECTION DU MATÉRIEL

Railway Transport
France

SOLIRIM 

Electric surfing.
France

SOLVAKEM

SOLVAKEM has specialized for more than 25 years in the 
recovery of chemical by-products and industrial waste (acids, 
solvents, alcohols, glycols, bases, salts, sulfates, phosphates, 
amines, paints, plastisol, ...)

France

SOLVAY

Specialty chemistry.
France

SUEZ RV CENTRE EST

Waste treatment.
France

SUNTORY BEVERAGE AND FOOD EUROPE

Production of soft drinks.
France

TEXTEL

Design office specialized in environmental issues of the Textile 
and Clothing industry

France

TOTAL ENERGIES

Oil and renewable energy
France

TRANSAMBIENTAL

Road transport of goods, hazardous waste (ADR) and non-
hazardous waste throughout Europe (permits required for the 
shipment of transboundary waste in most European countries).

Spain

TRIGANO VDL

Design, manufacture, marketing of recreational vehicles 
motorhome and caravan

France
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TROTEC FRANCE

Animal feed sector. Valorization of co-products from the agri-
food industry into biscuit flour for animal feed.

France

UNION DES JEUNES POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT

Promotion of orphans' youth in waste management
Congo (The Democratic Republic of the)

USURI

Production and distillation of essential oils for the perfume 
industry.

France

USURI

Production and distillation of essential oils for the perfume 
industry.

France

VALEO SYSTÈMES DE CONTRÔLE MOTEURS

Manufacture of automotive equipment.
France

VEOLIA PROPRETÉ INDUSTRIES SERVICES

Delegated waste management on behalf of industrial customers
France

WAVA WASTE VALORISATION

Waste recovery in a waste recovery approach. WaVa wants to 
be a transparent platform, the by-products for sale will be 
accessible to any interested company while ensuring maximum 
confidentiality.

Switzerland

WE CONNECT

Wholesaler distributor of computer equipment.
France

WESSLING FRANCE

Environmental scans. Characterization of waste for energy 
recovery. Food.

France

WIPAG DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

WIPAG has stood for successful plastics recycling for 30 years. 
The medium-sized company was founded in 1991. WIPAG 
produces high-quality recycling compounds in open loop and 
closed loop processes at two locations ? Neuburg an der Donau 
und Gardelegen ? using innovative and in-house developed 
technologies.

Germany
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